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A Note on Purely Inséparable Extensions
M. Ojanguren and R. Sridharan
Introduction
Let K be a field of characteristicp>0 and let L be a subfield of K such that K/L
is a finite, purely inséparable extension of exponent 1. A Galois theory for such
extensions using the concept of restricted Lie ring was initiated by Jacobson [4].
This theory gives a bijective correspondence between restricted Lie subrings of DqtlK
(the Lie ring of ail dérivations of K vanishing on L) and subextensions of K/L. M.
Gerstenhaber [1] showed that there is a bijection already between restricted subspaces
of DerL i^and subextensions of K/L and as a conséquence deduced that every restricted
subspace of DerLA^is actually a Lie subring. In a subséquent paper [2], he generalized
this Galois theory to the infinité case and showed that with the natural Krull-topology
on DevK, there is a bijective correspondence between closed restricted subspaces of
DqtK and subfields of K containing Kp. His proof, however, seems to be incomplète
since Lemma 4 of [2] which is used to prove the theorem is incorrect.1) It is probable
that this trouble may be circumvented and a suitably modified proof still holds.
However, the aim of this note is to give another proof (Theorem 2) of the Galois
correspondence, which, even in the finite dimensional case is différent from the existing
proofs in the literature (for example [3]). We also show (Theorem 1) that any restricted
subspace of DerK (whether closed or not) is a Lie subring, by giving more or less
an explicit formula for the commutator of two dérivations.
In this paper, we use the notation and terminology of [2]. The authors hâve pleasure
in thanking Prof. B. Eckmann for his keen interest in this work.
§ 1 Restricted Subspaces of DqtK
THEOREM 1. Let K be a field of characteristic p>0 and V a restricted subspace
ofDerK. Then V is a Lie subring.
Proof: Let cp, ij/eV. We wish to show that [cp, ij/]eV. For this, we may clearly
assume that cp ^0. Let xeKbt such that cp(x) ^0. Since for any keK, [kcp, il/] k[cp, \//]
-^(k)cp9 by taking A: ^)(jc)~1, it is clear that we can assume <p(x)=l.
For any aeZp and any non négative integer m, we consider the élément
*) That there is trouble with this Lemma was first noticed by H. Kubli. He now has another proof
of the Galois correspondence which uses Theorem 1 of this note and the Galois theory for the finite
case.
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0 ((p + axmil/)p in V. Expanding 9 formally as a polynommal in a, we may write
0 (pP+aO1 + ~-+ap~19p-l+ap(x\l/)pe F. Since cpp and \j/p are éléments of F, we hâve
the relation
for any non zéro élément a of Zp. Since the (p l)x(p 1) Vandermonde matrix
whose rows are (l,a,... ap~2),aeZp-(0), is non-singular, it follows from the above
relations that 9teVfor l</</> 1. In particular,
01 »! (m, ^r)
Using the fact that 01(m+1, \j/) 91(m, xi//) and using induction on /w, we get
where
Since (5O 01(O, \//)eV, it follows using (*) for m=l,2,... that <5fceF for every k.
Tn particular, (/?-l)!^ + (/?-2)!^ 5p_2eF i.e. il/cp cpij/eV. This proves the
theorem.2)
§ 2 The Galois correspondance
Before proving the theorem on the Galois correspondence, we prove the following
two lemmas.
LEMMA 1. Let Bu... 8reDerK and xeK such that ail possible Liebrackets of ail
orders of91,...0r vanish on x. Then,for any permutation a of(l9 2,... r), we hâve
Proof: The lemma is clear for r=2. Let us assume that the lemma has been proved
for r 1. We prove it for r, by showing that the resuit is true for ail transpositions
(i, /+1), 1 </<r-1. In fact we hâve
2) Added in proof: Prof. P. J. Higgins, who looked at this proof, has suggested another very
élégant one.
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Sincether-1 éléments 0l9... [6l9 0l+1],... 0r clearly satisfy theconditionofthelemma,
the R.H.S. of the above équation îs equal to 9l...6r[ôl9 0I+1](x) O. This proves the
lemma.
LEMMA 2. Let V be a restricted subspace (hence, by Theorem 1, a Lie subring)
o/DqtK and let L be thefield of constants of V. Ifxu...xneKare p-independent over
L, then there exist q>l9..., (pneV such that cp^x^ à^, U/,;<«.
Proof: For n=\, the lemma îs obvious. We assume that the lemma has been
proved for n and prove ît for n +1. Let then xi9..., xn+1 eK be /?-independent over L
and let çleV bQ such that <?>t(xJ) ^IJ, l^ij^n. If there exists a \jjeV such that
\j/(Xl) 0 for l</^« and ^(xn+1)^0, then the «+1 éléments of Kdefined by
<p[ (pl-(pl(xn+1)\l/(xn + iy1\l/9 1^ ï< n and cp'n+1 ^(xn+1)"1 ^
satisfy the required properties and the lemma would be proved. Suppose then that
for any \j/ e V with \\i (xt) 0 1 ^ /^ n, we also hâve ij/ (xn +1) 0. We now wish to contra-
dict the/7-independence of xu..., xn+1 over L. Consider the élément
Since (pl(xJ) ôlJ, 1</, j^n, it follows that ail the Lie brackets of ail orders (which
are in F since Fis a Lie subring) vanish on xk, K&<« and therefore by our supposi¬
tion onxn+1, We may therefore apply Lemma 1 to <pt,..., (pneVand xn+1eKto get
smce ç>feFand ^(^ 0 for l</<« and hence (?)f(xn+1) 0. If now i/^eFis such
that ^(x,) 0 for l^i^n, we clearly hâve [^, <pJ(x,) 0 for l</, y<« and since
Ws <?>JeF, we hâve [i/^, <pJ(^n+i) O, l^/^«. We may again apply Lemma 1 to i/r,
(pi,..., (pn to conclude that
since iA(^i)=0 for l^i^n and hence ^(xw+1)=0. We now make a gênerai remark
which will also be needed later on in the proof: If aeK is such that (pt(a) 0 for
1 </^« and xl/(a)=0 for any \//e Vwith ^00 0 l</<«, then /(«) 0 for any ^eF.
In fact we can write
*= I *(*>< +<A>
^e K with the property i/f(jct)=O for 1 ^/<«. Hence
Applying this remark to c, we get that c=q>plq>pl~i
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We now show by descending induction that for any mteger m with O^m^p 1,
there exists YmeL(xl9...xn) with
for every w-tuple (ku... Xn) with Y<^ii^m an<* 0^A,</?1. To start the induction,
we take m n(pX) and
Assume that 7m has already been constructed. We proceed to construct Ym_1.
For any w-tuple (A1?... Àn) with ^ At m 1 and O^A^/? 1, we define
We claim that aXl XneL. In fact,
by Lemma 1 ;
0
by induction. Similarly, for any 6e V with 6(xt) 0 for 1< /^n9 we hâve 9(aÀt An) 0.
Hence, by our earlier remark, ît follows that aXl XneL. Define
V
We then hâve <Pil-.<pin(xn+1 7m_1) 0 and this complètes the induction. In partic-
ular, we hâve
xn+1 =9?...^(xM+1)= YoeL(xu...xn).
This shows that (xl9... xn+l) are ^-dépendent over L, a contradiction. This finishes
the proof of Lemma 2.
We now prove the main
THEOREM 2. Let Kbe a field of characteristicp>0 and L a subfield of K con-
taining Kp. The assignment Ij-^DqtlK induces a bijection between the set of subfields
of K containing KP and the set of closed restricted subspaces of T>trK (T)erK being
topologized by the usual Krull topology). The inverse correspondence is got by assigning
to each closed restricted subspace ofDerK its field of constants.
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Proof: For any subfield L of K containing Kp9 clearly DcrLKis a closed subspace
of DqtK and it is well known that the field of constants of DerL K is L. Let now F
be a closed restricted subspace of Der K and let L be the field of constants of F.
Clearly VaT>QXLK. We wish to show that V=DsrLK. Since F is closed, it is enough
to show that for any xu.,.,xneK and <peDerL£, there exists a xj/eV such that
il/(xt) (p(xt) for 1 </<n. We may also assume without loss of generality that xl9..., xn
are/?-independent over L. By Lemma 2, there exist q>l9...9 çne F such that <Pi{xj) ôij9
«. Then ^ £ (p(xd<Pi£ Fhas the required property. This proves the theorem.
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